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Press release fairstep® - President Gauck 
 

 
 
 
Thank you Mr. President!  
President Gauck honors indirectly fairstep® 
 
Berlin / Gaildorf: In his speech on "Perspectives o n the European idea" on Feb. 22 nd, 
2013 President Gauck takes on values, attributes an d activities of the charitable 
organization fairstep ® and rewards the initiative "People helping people - Europeans 
helping Europeans".  
 
fairstep® was established in late 2012. The organization's intention is a better understanding 
of Europeans among themselves and consequently togetherness which is characterized by 
mutual tolerance, understanding and respect. 
 
In order to fulfill this project several actions have been launched. The most significant are the 
impending humanitarian, environmental and cultural European projects which are financed 
via the 1 € fundraisers of all involved Europeans. 
 
Supervene is the "Run of the 10,000", which can only be achieved through the participation, 
commitment and joint action by regional Europeans in their native communities. 
 
Also worth mentioning are the "100,000 faces" pages. With the support of many they want to 
draw a colorful picture of man as well as school and family life, job and company. 
 
In a first step the "Subjects" were introduced on Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/pages/Fairstep/440155382709116) in order to improve the 
communication among each other and to enhance the knowledge over each other. As in a 
marketplace all Europeans can express themselves on specific topics or even open a new 
one. A visual example of this are the "Signs of Europe", which also found their way into the 
fairstep® website (www.fairstep.org). 
 
Whoever heard or read the speech of the President revealed the triad of government, 
business and people in Europe. Especially for the Europeans President Gauck had open 
words and deep understanding. How far fairstep® has been Godfather, already show the 
introductory words "We are Europe", as quoted from the fairstep® homepage. 
 
Comments on shared values, European identification, human unity, lack of open 
communication and mutual lack of knowledge up to the "Agora" followed. All topics and areas 
of activity, which are adopted by fairstep® and which are reflected in the objectives of 
fairstep®. 
 
Before Mr. Gauck switched to his three-point plan, he concluded this part with a modified 
quote from John F. Kennedy (cf. www.fairstep.org - Projects). 
 
Although fairstep® is not explicitly mentioned, the statements of the President show 
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significant that fairstep®, as a charitable organization and with their intensions and activities, 
does pioneer work for more closeness among Europeans. 
 
Therefore, once again thank you Mr. President! 
 
 
 
 
More information: http://www.fairstep.org 
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